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ViStrengthens ‘Vi Hero Unlimited’
Proposition with ‘Data Delight’

Bhubaneswar: DIZO,
the first brand under
realme Techlife
ecosystem, today
announced the launch of
DIZO Wireless Dash that
boasts of a unique Kevlar
Design, Blink charge
feature and 30 hours of
total music playback.
The feature loaded DIZO
Wireless Dash, using an
11.2mm large driver,
Bass Boost+ algorithm
and PU+PEEK
diaphragm, will offer an
enhanced audio
experience at the most
aggressive price. For the
uber-fast generation
today, the DIZO Wireless
Dash offers 10 hours of
music playback in just 10
mins charge using the
Blink Charge feature
along with safe charging
chip inside; and a total

music playback of upto
30 hours on a single
charge. A steal deal for
those who prefer
neckband design, it also
brings Magnetic Instant
Connection, Memory
Metal, ENC, dedicated
Game Mode and realme
Link app customizations,
and even the smallest of
the detailing such as
balanced weight, air
pressure control and dual
material eartips.

The latest DIZO
Wireless Dash, designed
to complement the
uniqueness in you, with
its distinct Kevlar
design, Blink charge
feature and 30 hours of
total music playback is
priced at just INR 1,599.
However, during the
first sale on Flipkart
(and soon on select retail

Doctors at HCG Panda Cancer Hospital successfully treated 33-
year-old suffering from a rare case of Salivary Gland Cancer

Microtek Organised Rockstar & Star
Retail Partners’ Meet in Bhubaneswar

To ensure a worry free
data experience for its
prepaid usersVi, leading
telecom service
provider,haslaunched
‘ViHero Unlimited
C a m p a i g n ’ w i t h y e t
another unique
p r o p o s i t i o n , ‘ D a t a
Delight’. With this,Vi
userscan unlock up
to2GB of extra data
every month,over &
above their daily quota,
at no extra cost.Truly
providing an unlimited
data experience,Vi Hero
Unlimitedportfolio also
includes other unique
benefits such
asUnlimited High Speed
Data from 12am – 6am’
and Weekend Data
Rollover. In addition, to
further strengthen its

hero unlimited portfolio,
Vihas introduced more
recharge packs under the
portfolio.

Vi Hero Unlimited
packs are structured to
provide a one-
stopsolution to the
common concern of data
quota exhaustion faced
by prepaid users.
I t ’ s d i f f e r e n t i a t e d
offerings aim to provide
more value to Vi’s
Unlimited plan users. In
today’s digital world
where availability of
mobile internet has
become a crucial factor,
Vi Hero Unlimitedbrings
a dose of oxygen when
needed the most.

To promote the
proposition,Vi has
launched a high decibel

Bhubaneswar :
Microtek, the leader in
the power product
market of India has
recently organized a Star
Retail Partners’ Meet at
Taj Vivanta,
Bhubaneshwar, where
the company introduced
its newly launched range
of inverters and home
UPS series to the key
retailers of the region.
The new range of
inverters and UPSs
launched demonstrates
the latest technological
advancements that help
to save electricity
besides offering the best
output in power backup.
More than 400 retailers
from the region attended
the gala event.

Talking about the new
range of inverters,
Subodh Gupta, CMD,
Microtek International,
shared “The 6 new series
of inverters launched,
besides providing
electricity saving
benefits are also
aesthetically appealing.

We recently launched
our wide range of UPS’
in the Indian market like
the SmartHybrid UPS
series. It is powered by
Smart Hybrid
Electronics Integrated
Circuit Technology for
True Sinewave out that
gives noiseless
performance, and more
load handling capacity.
The other efficient UPS
launched series are
Superpower, Heavy Duty
with the capacity of
running heavy loads &
energy-efficient model –
Energy Saver. It has an
inbuilt energy-efficient
transformer for better
performance in energy
saving. Luxe and
iMerlyn are the premium
series launched with
Luxe having the LCD
display that shows
running load status,
battery charging time and
backup time.I am sure
this event and our new
product range will
further strengthen the
brand presence in the

Ashok Leyland reaches yet another milestone,
showcases ‘CNG engine H series’at EXCON

Reema suffered from
u n e x p l a i n e d
excruciating pain
continuously on the face
and earlobes for a period
of 8 months. In order to
get relief from the pain,
she visited neurological
specialists and
physicians from multiple
hospital where she was
misdiagnosed for other
neurological diseases
and was treated with
analgesics, as they failed
to diagnose her actual
condition.

She consulted the
doctors at HCG Panda
Cancer Hospital, who
discovered a vague
swelling near the
earlobes and with
suspicion of a tumour.
Imaging of the parotid
gland was conducted to
check for any
malignancy and it was
discovered that she had

a parotid lobe tumour in
the junction between the
superficial lobe and the
deep lobe, right behind
the mandible or the
lower jaw bone. Nerve
sparing total
parotidectomy was
conducted using
advanced form of
equipments such as
surgical loupes, nerves
monitoring devices and
Vessel Sealer, which
helped surgeons achieve
an absolute haemostasis
or minimal blood loss
during the surgery. This
four- and half-hour
surgical procedure was
conducted by preserving
the facial nerves that
passes through the
superficial lobe and deep
lobe and any implication
on the facial nerves
would lead to
disfigurement of the
face, paralysis on one

side of the face, lack of
expressing emotions,
inability to close the eyes
and move the eyebrows.

Elaborating the
complexities of the
surgery, Dr Manjunath
NML said, “This is a
unique and a rare case
among young women,
where we usually
witness just one or two
cases per year. This was
one challenging case, as
the cancer tumours were
adjacent to the facial
nerve and we had to
carefully dissect them
without causing any
hinderance or impact to
the nerve. With the
advanced facilities at
HCG Panda Cancer
Hospital Cuttack, we
were able to resect the
tumour successfully
and witness a big smile
on the patients face.”

Post her successful

surgery, while thanking
her doctors,  Reema
said, “For the past eight
months, the events that
occurred to me because
of this condition are
unexplainable. I would
like to express my
heartfelt gratitude to Dr
Manjunath and the
entire team for the
timely help in relieving
the pain I was enduring
and helping me recover
back from this deadly
tumour.  Alsoi  was
worried about my
facial  expressions
when doctors
explained me about the
tumor in relation to
facial nerve and need
for i ts  removal if
required. Thanks again
to the entire team for
helping me to get rid of
this bad tumor with my
smile intact" (with a
big smile on her face).

the first of its kind in the
CEV / mining and off
highway segment.
The H series CNG
engine has a number of
features, including ECU-
controlled gas leak
detection; improved cold
start capability;
enhanced lower end
torque and flat torque
from 1200rpm to
2000rpm; gear-based
torque control for better
fuel economy; durable
engine valves and valve
seats for CNG operation;
proven, durable engine
for CEV application;

turbocharged engine
provides higher torque,
fuel efficiency, better
drivability, and transient
response; maintenance-
free engine.The CNG
engine H series also
fulfils CEV V standards
without SCR or DPF, and
features proven
multipoint sequential gas
injection for dependable
performance; a 500
hours oil drain interval;
and the maximum power
in the sector.
Sharing his views, Mr.
Dheeraj Hinduja,
Executive Chairman,

Ashok Leyland said,
“Ashok Leyland's
expertiseinengineering
has paved the way for the
company to establish
itself as a key player in
the CNG engine sector,
and we aspire to continue
to do so by expanding
our portfolio of CNG
Engines and technology
solutions. Ashok
Leyland aims to make
India's CNG engine
sector self-reliant, and
to be one of the leaders
in the "Make in India"
narrative.”
Present at the event Dr

N Saravanan, CTO,
Ashok Leyland said,
“Ashok Leyland has a
track record of catering
to customer needs with
world class products
that generate higher
profitability. With the
increasing need for
better fuel efficiency
and use of alternate
fuels, we have a solid
pipeline of such
technologies. We aspire
to lead the market in
this segment, as the
need for engines with
alternative fuels
grows”.

DIZO, by realme TechLife,
launches DIZO Wireless Dash

stores) from 24th May
2022, 12 pm onwards,
the latest neckband
earphone will be sold at
an introductory price of
INR 1,299 only.

Commenting on the
launch, Abhilash Panda,
CEO, DIZO India
shares, “We are
committed to deliver
feature-rich solutions at
aggressive price points
every time and our team
is working towards it
daily. With the launch of
DIZO Wireless Dash, I
am confident to wow
our consumers this time
again. The latest
achievement motivates
us more than ever and
we promise to deliver
products with more
dedication and keep
brewing new ideas for
you all.”

ATL campaign themed –
‘Sirfnaamkanahinkaamka
unlimited’. Featuring
popular actor Vinay
Pathak, the Vi campaign
is planned for 8 weeks
and to  promote this
unique ‘Hero Unlimited’
proposition, multiple
media platforms like TV,
Digital and OOH along
with large on ground
activation programs will
be actioned.

Vi Hero Unlimited
packs start with
recharges of Rs. 299 and
above daily data quota
packs. Vi has also added
new recharge packs with
higher daily data quota at
Rs.359, Rs.409 and
Rs.475 under Hero
Unlimited portfolio.

Odisha market.”
The key people of the

industry were present at
the event. The company
also felicitated its
channel partners at the
event. The event was
attended by the officials
of Microtek
International and trade
partners from Odisha.

Odisha is one of the
important markets for
Microtek and the
company is looking
forward to expanding its
presence in the state with
the new series. Microtek
is planning more such
activities for the Odisha
Market to create
awareness about its new
products and further
strengthening its
business relations with
the retail market in the
state.The price of the
new product range starts
from MRP Rs. 6240 and
the products are already
available through the
company’s vast
distribution network
across India.

Bhubaneswar/ Cuttack
:Doctors at HCG Panda
Cancer Hospital,
Cuttack, treated 33-year-
old Reema (name
changed), hailing from
Western Odisha, from
Parotid Gland
Carcinoma, a rare form
of cancer that occurs in
the salivary glands
situated right below the
ear lobes. The cancerous
gland was resected by
conducting an advanced
form of Total
Parotidectomy Surgery
on the patient while
preserving her facial
nerves, which are
responsible for facial
expressions. This
incredible feat was
achieved by Dr
Manjunath NML, Senior
consultant Surgical
Oncologist and his team
at HCG Panda Cancer
Hospital Cuttack.

AIC-GIM Foundation, Climate Collective and the Taj Hospitality
Brand collaborate on a Global Single Use Plastics Challenge

Chennai,: Ashok
Leyland, the flagship
Company of the Hinduja
Group and India’s
leading commercial
vehicle manufacturer
today showcased ‘CNG
engine H series’ at the
ongoing EXCON 2022,
organized by
Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII). Based on
strong leverage of Auto
BSVI engine
development, the CNG
engine H series (4 and 6
Cyl) is designed for off
highway / CEV clients,
and this product will be

Panaji: The
consumption of Single
Use Plastics (SUP's) in
the food and beverage
industry grew
dramatically during the
Covid-19 outbreak and is
now expanding at a 2.5-
fold rate.  With the aim
of reducing single use
plastic from the F&B
industry in Goa,  Atal
Incubation Center
Foundation at Goa
Institute of Management
(AIC-GIM) in
partnership with Climate
Collective Foundation
and IHCL's Taj
hospitality brand is
bringing the Single-Use
Plastics (SUP)
Challenge.

The SUP challenge is
inviting innovations to
reduce single use plastic

from the F&B sector.
The selected solutions
will get the opportunity
to test their ideas in Goa
with the Taj hotel
network of Indian Hotels
Company Limited
(IHCL). “As a company,
we want to put a strong
emphasis on
sustainability as a way of
life for everyone, which
thus culminates in the
adoption of a variety of
sustainable business
methods. We are happy
to collaborate with AIC-
GIM Foundation and
Climate Collective
Foundation for the
Global SUP challenge
which will reduce the
usage of Single Use
Plastics across our
properties in Goa” said
Mr. Vincent Ramos,

Area Director, Indian
Hotels Company
Limited.

The SUP Challenge
will assess the volume
of single-use plastics
waste reduced through
piloting and scaling
ventures’ innovations
along with
environmental impact
avoided, such as waste
diverted from landfills,
incineration or avoided
entirely. Additionally,
the challenge will guide
startups to fine-tune their
business cases for F&B
industry and insights
derived from their pilots
will contribute to a study
around understanding
the environmental
impacts of alternatives to
single-use plastic
packaging.

Symphony, in partnership with  AEEE,
invests in the ‘SAHARA Programme’

Bhubaneswar :
Symphony Ltd., in
partnership with Alliance
for an Energy Efficient
Economy (AEEE),
initiated the first-of-its-
kind pilot programme
“SAHARA”, an
initiative for Supporting
Affordable Heat Action
for Resilient Academic
Institutions in India by
deploying Evaporative
Air Coolers. It is
envisioned to enable a
pathway to achieve
Thermal Comfort for a
Billion Lives (TCBL).
This initiative aims to
mainstream energy
efficient, affordable and
sustainable cooling
solutions in India’s
academic Institutions to
bring a paradigm shiftat
the ecosystem level and
enable TCBL. With

around four trillion-
person cooling degree
days, India is
characterised by tropical
and sub-tropical climatic
conditions coupled with
a lack of access to
cooling, rising
temperatures and ever-
evolving socio-economic
trends such as rapid
population growth and
urbanisation, which will
not only amplify the
climate change-induced
heat stress but would also
fuel the demand for space
cooling. SAHARA
programme would act as a
catalyst for disseminating
knowledge about the
thermal comfort situation
in India’s academic
institutions. It could bring
about systemic changes on
multiple fronts in the
long term.

India’s economic indications remain robust says DSP Mutual Fund
Mumbai :India’s
economic growth
continues to remain
strong even in times
when the world is
facing economic
turbulence says DSP
Mutual Fund in the
February 2023 issue of
its monthly report
Netra which tracks the
latest economic trends
and insights. The
report highlighted that
India’s high frequency
indicators remain
robust. These include
healthy GST
collections, near
record high volume of
petroleum products

sold (a proxy for
c o n s u m p t i o n ) ,
electronic toll
(including Fastag)
collections indicating
brisk economic
activity along with
business activity and
sentiments being
positive.
The report mentions
that the recent flat
performance of Nifty
Index compared to a
26% rally in the MSCI
Emerging markets
index has resulted in
the vanishing of the
high valuation
premium that India
had over its emerging

market peers. This is a
positive development
as foreign inflows in
India had become
muted lately due to
high valuations.
Further consolidation
and steady earnings
growth can cause
India to become
attractive once again
as we progress into
2023.
DSP Mutual Fund
feels there is an
opportunity in the
bond market.
Whenever RBI has
raised rates, corporate
bond spreads have
gone up. This

monetary policy is
least disruptive the
reasons being rates are
not as high as previous
cycle, liquidity
conditions are better
vs the last hiking
cycle, corporate
spreads are also not
very high. This means
corporations can
borrow even during
the tightening cycle
and the rates are also
more conducive. This
will help in India’s
growth from a long-
term perspective.
DSP Mutual Fund
believes that Banking
sector is poised for an

a p p r e c i a t i o n . T h e
current dip in banking
equities is another
opportunity to add
lenders over
borrowers. The ratio
of NSE Bank Index to
NSE Metal Index
bottomed out at a
timewhen the yield
curve was very steep
& RBIwas about to
embark on a rate hike
journey.The recent
correction in Banking
stocks & a rally in
Metals equities makes
an attractive
proposition once
again.Auto sector is
also looking very

promising.
The long-term
earnings trajectory for
the technology sector
continues to remain
attractive. Investors
who have been waiting
on the sidelines are
likely to get a good
opportunity to buy into

this valuation and price
correction in the
technology sector.
“The most important
thing for equity
markets in 2023 is
earnings growth and
softening valuations.
The last 17 month of
consolidation has

removed a lot of
valuation froth. There
is a higher likelihood
of better market
backdrop going
forward,” said Sahil
Kapoor, Market
Strategist and head of
products at DSP
Mutual Fund.


